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Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea is taking the
publishing world by storm in this fabumouse tale
packed with action, mystery, and friendship.In this
exciting adventure, the Thea Sisters are off to
Japan on a cultural exchange program. While
they're busy exploring Kyoto and admiring the
beautiful cherry blossoms, a valuable doll is stolen
from a wealthy Japanese collector. Will the five
mice be able to track down the doll and catch the
thief? Readers will love following the clues to help
the Thea Sisters solve the mystery.
Sherlock Holmes, just thirteen, is a misfit. His
highborn mother is the daughter of an aristocratic
family, his father a poor Jew. Their marriage flouts
tradition and makes them social pariahs in the
London of the 1860s; and their son, Sherlock,
bears the burden of their rebellion. Friendless,
bullied at school, he belongs nowhere and has only
his wits to help him make his way. But what wits
they are! His keen powers of observation are
already apparent, though he is still a boy. He loves
to amuse himself by constructing histories from
the smallest detail for everyone he meets. Partly
for fun, he focuses his attention on a sensational
murder to see if he can solve it. But his game turns
deadly serious when he finds himself the accused
— and in London, they hang boys of thirteen.
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Shane Peacock has created a boy who bears all the
seeds of the character who has mesmerized
millions: the relentless eye, the sense of justice,
and the complex ego. The boy Sherlock Holmes is
a fascinating character who is sure to become a
fast favorite with young readers everywhere.
Clearing his name of the false charges of
vandalism and theft that were leveled against him,
thirteen-year-old legal maverick Theodore Boone
hopes to return to his life of giving advice to
friends and community members when an exciting
new case demands his urgent attention.
When it comes to Christmas stories, one typically
thinks of those that embody the spirit of the
season, such as Charles Dickens's A Christmas
Carol. The Yuletide-themed murder mystery is not
usually the first thing that comes to mind. A classic
country-house murder mystery, The Santa Klaus
Murder begins with Aunt Mildred declaring that
no good could come of the Melbury family
Christmas gathering at their country residence
Flaxmere. So when Sir Osmond Melbury, the
family patriarch, is discovered--by a guest dressed
as Santa Klaus--with a bullet in his head on
Christmas Day, the festivities are plunged into
chaos. Nearly every member of the party stands to
reap some sort of benefit from Sir Osmond's death,
but Santa Klaus, the one person who seems to
have every opportunity to fire the shot, has no
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apparent motive. Various members of the family
have their private suspicions about the identity of
the murderer, but in the midst of mistrust,
suspicion, and hatred, it emerges that there was
not one Santa Klaus but two.
In the Middle of the Night
Playing Murder
Make Your Own LEGO Movies!
Slime for Dinner (Geronimo Stilton Graphic Novel
#2)
Thea Stilton and the Dragon's Code
Denny answered the phone. He was forbidden to ever
answer the phone, but at 16, he figured his dad’s rule
was just stupid. And Denny is soon plunged into a
terrifying ordeal of revenge and madness for a horrific
incident that happened 25 years before.
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure
packed with mystery and friendship! Violet has been
chosen to play in the orchestra for a production of
Romeo and Juliet in London! The mouselets begin to
notice strange things happening during rehearsals.
Someone is trying to sabotage the production. Can
the Sisters uncover the phantom before the show is
ruined?
“In relation to the purely literary side of the question,”
as Mr. Wilkie Collins says, there can be no doubt that
his studies of character in 'My Lady's Money' do seem
to be drawn from nature. The story is constructed
with his accustomed skill, the details fit together as
usual with the precision of the facts in a criminal trial.
Thirteen-year-old Theodore Boone faces his biggest
challenge when a new case opens up in Strattenburg
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and Theo is the prime suspect when the police
discover some stolen computer equipment in his
locker.
The Bears' Famous Invasion of Sicily
The How Cool Are Your Parents? (Or Not)
Thea Stilton and the Secret City
Eye of the Crow
Hercule Poirot and the Greenshore Folly

In search of food, Leander, King of the Bears, leads his
subjects from their safe caves in the mountains of Sicily
to the valley where they triumph over many enemies.
Geronimo's adventurous sister, Thea, narrates this
fabulous adventure that's packed with action, mystery,
and friendship!During a marine biology lesson at
Mouseford Academy, the Thea Sisters learn about a
mysterious shipwreck off Whale Island. According to
legend, a very rare diamond called Jasmine's Heart was
on the ship when it sank. When biology teacher
Professor Van Kraken disappears, the Thea Sisters have
to dive into the deep ocean to find him and the jewel.
And just when they think their adventures are over, the
Thea Sisters receive an invitation to travel to China to
find another missing treasure. It's an adventure these
five world-traveling mice will never forget!
Mistero sull'Orient ExpressThea Stilton and the Mystery
on the Orient Express (Thea Stilton #13)A Geronimo
Stilton AdventureScholastic Inc.
Mama, if I was to dig a hole in our garden, would I find
a diamond? No, darling, there are no diamonds here.
Where are diamonds, then? Oh, in other countries. In
Africa for example ... A powerful parable that explores
how the desire for endless riches perpetuates chains of
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inequality and corruption.
Kingdom of the Golden Dragon
The LEGO Animation Book
Thea Stilton, Big Trouble in the Big Apple
Thea Stilton and the Ice Treasure
Mistero sull'Orient Express
Have you ever wondered what your LEGO creations
would look like on the big screen? The LEGO Animation
Book will show you how to bring your models to life with
stop-motion animation—no experience required! Follow
step-by-step instructions to make your first animation,
and then explore the entire filmmaking process, from
storyboards to post-production. Along the way, you’ll
learn how to: –Create special effects like explosions and
flying minifigures –Convey action and emotion with your
minifigure actors –Design sets for animation—make three
buildings look like an entire city! –Light, frame, and
capture consistent photos –Add detail and scope to your
films by building in different scales –Build camera dollies
and rigs out of LEGO bricks –Choose cameras, software,
and other essential animation tools Dive into the world of
animation and discover a whole new way to play! For
ages 10+
A role-playing adventure in which the reader must find
the legendary Moonstone and with its power save the
land from the cruel grip of the evil Wytch-king of
Shadakine.
The Thea Sisters dive into a deep-sea mission to keep a
historical treasure from falling into the wrong hands!
Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea narrates this
fabulous adventure that's packed with action, mystery,
and friendship!The Thea Sisters are boarding the
famouse Orient Express for a journey from Paris to
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Istanbul! The train is on a special trip to return a precious
wedding dress stolen years ago from an Istanbul
museum. But there's a rumor that the mysterious
Acrobat Thief will steal the dress from the moving train!
The Thea Sisters are determined to foil this super-sneaky
mouse's plans.
Thea Stilton and the Cherry Blossom Adventure (Thea
Stilton #6)
Engaging Dialogues to Learn English
The Treasure of the Viking Ship
Minecraft Guide to Exploration
The Santa Klaus Murder
In Advanced Game Design, pioneering game designer and
instructor Michael Sellers situates game design practices in a strong
theoretical framework of systems thinking, enabling designers to
think more deeply and clearly about their work, so they can produce
better, more engaging games for any device or platform. Sellers
offers a deep unifying framework in which practical game design
best practices and proven systems thinking theory reinforce each
other, helping game designers understand what they are trying to
accomplish and the best ways to achieve it. Drawing on 20+ years
of experience designing games, launching game studios, and
teaching game design, Sellers explains: What games are, and how
systems thinking can help you think about them more clearly How
to systematically promote engagement, interactivity, and fun What
you can learn from MDA and other game design frameworks How
to create gameplay and core loops How to design the entire player
experience, and how to build game mechanics that work together to
create that experience How to capture your game’s “big idea” and
Unique Selling Proposition How to establish high-level and
background design and translate it into detailed design How to
build, playtest, and iterate early prototypes How to build your game
design career in a field that keeps changing at breakneck speed
FANTASTIC MR FOX by Roald Dahl - a short dramatization by
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Sally Reid - perfect for schools - of Dahl's immensely popular story
for younger readers in which clever Mr Fox outwits the three nasty
farmers: Boggis. Bunce and Bean. An excellent adaptation by Sally
Reid, with staging advice on props, lighting and scenery at the end
of the book. Roald Dahl, the best-loved of children's writers, was
born in Wales of Norwegian parents. His books continue to be
bestsellers, despite his death in 1990, and worldwide booksales are
over 100 million!
"The Thea Sisters travel to New York to cheer for Nicky as she runs
the Big Apple Marathon. While there, they visit Pamela's family
and have a delicious dinner at the family's pizzeria. But when
someone threatens to burn the restaurant down, can the Thea Sisters
catch the troublemaker and solve the mystery?"--P. [4] of cover.
Attending an ecological conference in Alaska, the Thea Sisters are
introduced to local games and customs by their native Alaskan hosts
before discovering that someone is endangering the ecosystem by
using explosives to blow up the ice. Original.
First Class Murder
The Accused
Thea Stilton and the Mystery on the Orient Express (Thea Stilton
#13)
English Conversation Made Natural
Theodore Boone: The Activist
Considered one of the greatest mysteries of all time,
Christie's masterpiece of murder and suspense is
available in this newly packaged paperback. Ten
strangers, each with a dark secret, are gathered
together on an isolated island by a mysterious host.
One by one, they die--and before the weekend is out,
there will be none.
Thea Stilton and her journalism class try to find a
missing student.
Praise for Slime for Dinner:"Fresh, funny, and fastpaced. The free-style artwork and anything-goes
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story will make kids want to write and draw their
own books!" -Dav Pilkey Geronimo and his friends
visit Creepella's castle for a dinner and a mystery!
Parents—can’t live with them, can’t collect an
allowance without them! One moment they are
explaining the importance of being polite, and the
next moment they are bossing you around. We’ve all
wondered what on Earth goes on in their mysterious
minds . . . and now we finally have an answer! This
neon-bright guide, packed full of laugh-out-loud
illustrations, will finally give kids a glimpse into the
crazy, cluttered minds of the people who raise them.
The Boy Sherlock Holmes, His First Case
Zanardi
Thea Stilton and the Ghost of the Shipwreck (Thea
Stilton #3)
A Hercule Poirot Story
Advanced Game Design

Previously published in the print anthology Murder
in the Mews: Four Cases of Hercule Poirot. Hercule
Poirot attends an auction and gets much more than
he bid on: a disputed will, gunshots, and ancient
Egyptian spirits. This might be Poirot's strangest
case yet.
A breakout bestseller in Italy, now available for
American readers for the first time, Genesis: The
Story of How Everything Began is a short,
humanistic tour of the origins of the universe, earth,
and life—drawing on the latest discoveries in physics
to explain the seven most significant moments in the
creation of the cosmos. Curiosity and wonderment
about the origins of the universe are at the heart of
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our experience of the world. From Hesiod’s Chaos,
described in his poem about the origins of the Greek
gods, Theogony, to today’s mind-bending theories
of the multiverse, humans have been consumed by
the relentless pursuit of an answer to one awe
inspiring question: What exactly happened during
those first moments? Guido Tonelli, the acclaimed,
award-winning particle physicist and a central figure
in the discovery of the Higgs boson (the “God
particle”), reveals the extraordinary story of our
genesis—from the origins of the universe, to the
emergence of life on Earth, to the birth of human
language with its power to describe the world.
Evoking the seven days of biblical creation, Tonelli
takes us on a brisk, lively tour through the evolution
of our cosmos and considers the incredible
challenges scientists face in exploring its mysteries.
Genesis both explains the fundamental physics of
our universe and marvels at the profound wonder of
our existence.
When one of the players in a murder game is killed,
seventeen-year-old Anna and her twin brother realize
that their circle of friends may conceal a real
murderer.
Alexander Cold, his grandmother Kate, and his
closest friend Nadia return in the follow-up to City of
the Beasts on a new quest to find the fabled Golden
Dragon of the Himalayas, another fantastical voyage
of suspense, magic, and awe-inspiring adventure
from internationally celebrated novelist Isabel
Allende. Not many months have passed since
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teenager Alexander Cold followed his bold
grandmother into the heart of the Amazon to
uncover its legendary Beast. This time, reporter Kate
Cold escorts her grandson and his closest friend,
Nadia, along with the photographers from
International Geographic, on a journey to another
location far from home. Entering a forbidden
sovereignty tucked in the frosty peaks of the
Himalayas, the team's task is to locate a sacred
statue and priceless oracle that can foretell the
future of the kingdom, known as the Golden Dragon.
In their scramble to reach the statue, Alexander and
Nadia must use the transcendent power of their
totemic animal spirits—Jaguar and Eagle. With the aid
of a sage Buddhist monk, his young royal disciple,
and a fierce tribe of Yeti warriors, Alexander and
Nadia fight to protect the holy rule of the Golden
Dragon—before it can be destroyed by the greed of
an outsider.
A Systems Approach
Four Mice Deep in the Jungle
Fantastic Mr Fox: A Play
The Enormouse Pearl Heist
Tales of Terror
Now in paperback--the internationally
acclaimed psychological thriller from
Governor General's Award nominee Allan
Stratton. Cameron and his mom have been on
the run for five years. His father is
hunting them--or at least that's what
Cameron's been told. When they settle into
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an isolated farmhouse, Cameron soon finds
himself embroiled in the unsolved mystery
of a woman and child who disappeared
decades ago, and he starts to hear and see
things that just aren't possible. What's
hiding in the night? What's buried in the
past? Are there dark secrets to uncover,
or is Cameron's own mind playing tricks on
him? In The Dogs, acclaimed author Allan
Stratton manages to deliver at once a pageturning thriller and a powerful
exploration of the realities of domestic
violence and its after-effects.
Having trouble understanding or conversing
with native English speakers? If so, try
this book! With our book English
Conversational Made Natural, you can
immerse yourself in real English
conversations that tell an authentic story
through a variety of dialogues.
Adventure thriller set in Renaissance
Italy starring Leonardo da Vinci as a
young apprentice who witnesses a murder
and becomes involved in a plot to take
over the city.
Who is the uninvited guest wearing a
creepy costume at Prince Prospero's ball?
Can a man be driven mad by the "sounds" of
the crime he has committed? These spinetingling stories and others by Edgar Allan
Poe are adapted for a first chapter book
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reader.
Grey Star the Wizard
My Lady's Money
The Story of How Everything Began
A Geronimo Stilton Adventure
Leonardo and the Death Machine

Geronimo and his friends discover a huge
oyster with an enormous pearl inside. After a
feature article in the Rodent's Gazette, can
they protect it from being stolen?
When Geronimo's fears overtake him, Thea
and Trap turn to survivalist Penelope
Poisonfur, who leads the 'fraidy mouse into
Rattytrap Jungle where he has to eat ant
soup, swing on vines across raging rivers,
and wrestle snakes.
In this graphic novel, presented in English for
the first time, the Italian “Crumb” portrays a
lost generation of late 1970s/early 1980s
teenagers coping with family problems,
school, sex, and drugs. A true visionary, with
a fluid line and an uncanny sense of color and
composition, Pazienza’s innovative graphic
style served up stories that were iconoclastic,
outrageous, humorous, and deeply personal,
often based on himself and his microcosm of
friends and collaborators. Pazienza was a
revolutionary cartoonist who ushered an
underground sensibility to Italian and
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European comics, breaking from the more
staid tradition of genteel adult (and
children’s) graphic albums.
A murdered heiress, a missing necklace, and
a train full of shifty, unusual, and suspicious
characters leaves Daisy and Hazel with a new
mystery to solve in this third novel of the
Wells & Wong Mystery series. Hazel Wong
and Daisy Wells are taking a vacation across
Europe on world-famous passenger train, the
Orient Express—and it’s clear that each of
their fellow first-class travelers has
something to hide. Even more intriguing:
There’s rumor of a spy in their midst. Then,
during dinner, a bloodcurdling scream comes
from inside one of the cabins. When the door
is broken down, a passenger is found
murdered—her stunning ruby necklace gone.
But the killer has vanished, as if into thin air.
The Wells & Wong Detective Society is ready
to crack the case—but this time, they’ve got
competition.
The Dogs
Diamonds
And Then There Were None
Remember Me
Dead Man's Mirror
As a favour to an old friend, Hercule Poirot finds himself at
a summer fete in Devon, taking part not in a Treasure
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Hunt, but a Murder Hunt, in this never-before-published
novella version of Dead Man’s Folly. Now released for the
first time as an eBook exclusive publication.
Shari knew she had been murdered. Making a vow to find
her killer, she spies on her friends, enters their dreams
and even comes face to face with a nightmare from
beyond the grave. The shadow is the key to Shari's death
and the only thing that can stop her murderer striking
again.
The Phantom of the Orchestra (Thea Stilton #29)
Genesis
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